ABSTRACT.
Several new formulations of the notion of cylindric algebra are presented.
The class CA of all cylindric algebras of degree a is shown to be definitionally equivalent to a class of algebras in which only substitutions (together with the Boolean +, •, and -) are taken to be primitive operations. Then CA is shown to be definitionally equivalent to an equational class of algebras in which only substitutions and their conjugates (together with +, •, and -) are taken to be primitive operations.
Introduction.
In the theory of cylindric algebras/2) certain operations called substitutions ate defined in terms of cylindrifications and diagonal elements.
Specifically, if SI is a cylindric algebra of degree a and k, À < a, then the operation of k-for-K substitution, denoted by S^, is defined by the formula (A) S*x = x itK=X; S£x = cK(x -dKX) if* ¿A-Just as (A) defines substitutions in terms of cylindrifications and diagonal elements, it is known that both cylindrifications and diagonal elements may be defined in terms of substitutions. Thus, it is clearly possible to develop a theory of algebraic logic in which substitutions are taken to be the only primitive operations.
It is proved in [6] that (a) in every CAa, d^ is the least element x such that S\x = 1, and (b) in every dimension-complemented CAa, c x = 2. "S^x fot each K < a. It is noted in [6] that (a) and (b) suggest a possible new treatment of di- we shall mean a Boolean algebra with "substitution" operations.
Our precise formulation is as follows:
2.1. Definition. By a substitution algebra of degree a, briefly an SAa, we mean a system 21 = (A, + , • , -, 0, 1, S^ ) x^a where (A, +,.,-, 0, l) is a Boolean algebra and the S1^ ate unary operations on A which satisfy the following conditions for all x, y £ A and all k, X, p., v < a :
(Sj) SKxix + y) = S$x + S^y, . This is all we need for our purposes.
In every substitution algebra (and in every cylindric algebra if operations 5A
are defined by (A)), the range of S* , for k / X, is independent of À. Indeed, it follows from (S,) that range S* = range S tot all X, p /= k. Before going on, we consider some consequences of (77I) and (rr2).
2.4. Lemma. Let 21 = (A, + , . , -, 0, 1, SA)K x<a be a substitution algebra subject to condition (nl). If c is defined by (B), then the following statements [January hold for all x £ A and all k, X, p < a:
(ii) ^xck = CK' ^V^ * -y implies cKx < cKy,
Proof. It is clear from (77I) and (B) that if y = cKx, then y e rg k, and also that if y e rg k, then y = cKy. Thus, Proof, (i) Clearly S^iS^x + -x) = 1, hence by (tt2) and (C), dKX < S^x + -x, which is the same as x • dKX < S\x. Analogously, S xx ■ dKX < x, so we get (i).
(ii) By 2.4(i) and 2.6(i), cKS$x . dKX = Sxx . d^ = x . rf^. Thus, A similar remark was made for polyadic algebras by P.-F. Jurie [8] , and, earlier, for locally finite polyadic algebras by L. LeBlanc L9J.
We will show next that Theorem 2.7 can be improved significantly in the pre- 2.14. Theorem, (i) // 21 = (A, + , • , -, 0, 1, cK, dKX) K x<a is a cylindric algebra with the RS property (resp. a normal cylindric algebra, resp. a dimension complemented cylindric algebra) and 5^ is defined by (A), then 21 = '^> +i • > -, 0> 1> $)) K x<a z5 a substitution algebra with the RS property (resp. a normal substitution algebra, resp. a dimension complemented substitution algebra) satisfying (nl) and (tt2), as well as (B) and (C).
(ii) Conversely, if 21 =(A, +,-,-, 0, 1, Sx)K x<a is a substitution algebra with the RS property (resp. a normal SA, resp. a dimension complemented SA) satisfying (nl) and (772), and if c and d . are defined by (B) and (C), respectively, then 21 = (A, +,.,-, 0, 1, cK, dKX> x<a is a cylindric algebra with the RS property (resp. a normal cylindric algebra, resp. a dimension complemented cylindric algebra) in which (A) holds. For (c), we have just seen that x < fg(x), so fg(x) £ {y £ tan f: y > xj; now if y £ ran /, say y = f(z), and y = f(z) > x, then by (a), g(x) < z, so /g(x) < ¡(z) = y, which proves (c). Finally, (d) is a special case of (b).
(ii) Clearly f(y) > x => g(x) < y. By hypothesis, fg(x) > x, so g(x) < y => fg(x) < /(y) =» * < f(y). Thus, x < /(y) <=>g(x) < y; from this and the fact that / is a Boolean endomorphism, we immediately deduce that g is the conjugate of /. G We introduce two new conditions for substitution algebras:
(7t4) for all K, X < a, Sx admits a conjugate;
(775) for all K, X < a and every x £ A, {y: Sxy > xj has a least element.
From Lemma 3.1, with Sx replacing /, together with Lemma 2.6(iv), we immediately get the following result:
3.2. Theorem. /t2 every substitution algebra, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) (77I) and (tt2) hold;
(ii) (774) holds;
(iii) (775) holds.
A substitution algebra satisfying these conditions is called a substitution algebra admitting conjugates. We will now answer this question in the negative: we will show that any set of axioms for a class of algebras which is definitionally equivalent to CA , where each algebra is a structure (A, +, . , -, 0, 1, S'y) x<a subject to (S,)-(S,) and additional conditions, must include axioms which are not equations.
Let CA* designate the class of all (A, +,.,-, 0, 1, S'x)K x<a£ SAa which Let P £ B be the set of all strictly increasing sequences of natural numbers, that is, P = \p £ "&>: k < X => p < pxj. Let C = ¡0, wu>, P, ~Pj; it is easy to see that for all k, X < co, S^ 0 = 0, S^Cco) = Mû), Sx P = 0, and S^P = oeco. Thus, S = (C, U, O, -v, 0, "to, StyK x<ù) is a subalgebra of B'. If S were a CA*^, it would not be discrete, for P ^ 0 and Sx P = 0; but this contradicts [6, 2. 
